All parameters of revised Ladev eze failure criterion in Table 1 were determined based on mechanical tests which mainly include quasi-static tensile experiments, quasi-static compressive experiments, quasi-static tensile cyclic loading experiments, the dynamic tensile experiments, dynamic compressive experiments, quasistatic and dynamic inter-laminar shear experiments. The quasistatic experiments were performed using an electronic universal testing machine with a maximum load capacity of 10KN, and the split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) and split Hopkinson tension bar (SHTB) were employed in dynamic experiments. In addition, the parameters of traditional orthogonal anisotropic model and cohesive layer for the laminated plates are listed in Table 2 .
Data
The data presented in this section contains Ladev eze constitutive parameters of unidirectional carbon-epoxy material and orthotropic material properties for composites and cohesive element. All parameters in Table 1 were determined based on mechanical tests which mainly include quasistatic tensile experiment, quasi-static compressive experiment, quasi-static tensile cyclic loading experiment, the dynamic tensile experiment, dynamic compressive experiment, quasi-static and dynamic inter-laminar shear experiment (some typical experiments are shown in Fig. 2 ). In order to calculate the parameters of cohesive element by using the method mentioned in related original research article [3] , the mechanical properties of the unidirectional carbon-epoxy material need to be experimentally obtained, thus several kinds of quasi-static mechanical experiments were performed using an electronic universal testing machine by referring to the ASTM standards (as shown in Fig. 1 ). The elasticity modulus, Poisson's ratio and fracture strength of composites can be obtained from the quasi-static in-plane and out-of-plane experiments (as shown in Fig. 1 (a)e(d)), the shear modulus and shear strength of composites can also be obtained from three kinds of quasi-static shear test which corresponding three shear directions (as shown in Fig. 1(e) ).
Specifications Table   Subject Engineering More specific subject area 
Mechanics of Materials

Type of data
Description of data collection
In Tables 1 and 2 , the Ladev eze constitutive parameters and the mechanical properties of the unidirectional carbon-epoxy material are presented. All these parameters were determined based on mechanical tests by referring to the ASTM standards. These tests mainly include quasi-static experiments and dynamic experiments (some typical experiments are shown in Fig. 2 ). The quasi-static experiments were performed using an electronic universal testing machine, the strains of specimens were collected by strain gauges as well as the loads were collected by load sensor. In addition, the strain-stress curves were obtained based on one-dimensional stress wave theory by using split Value of the Data The set of experimental data presented in the article can support the finite element simulations which helps to gain additional insight into the impact responses of composites. The experimental method to obtain the data was presented. Researchers who are working on impact dynamics can not only use these data to conduct more simulations but also get corresponding data of another material.
Since strain rate effect of composites is considered, simulations with the support of experimental data corresponding to Ladev eze failure criterion can predict the damage mechanisms better than traditional biphasic model under high-velocity impact loading condition, which can significantly reduce research costs. where: "1" represents the fiber direction; "2" represents the transverse direction; "3" represents the through-thickness direction. Some typical experimental results are shown in Fig. 1 .
Experimental design, materials, and methods
For Ladev eze failure criterion, it is considered to be a failure mode which can analyze the damage and failure of the composite laminated plate. The damage kinematics of the elementary layer of Ladev eze failure criterion can be depicted as follows [2] :
Global constitutive relation: For tension, the damage evolution can be depicted as:
, if ε ft i ε 11 < ε ft u ; Beyond the critical state: For compression, the damage evolution can be depicted as follows: 
where E 0 2 is the initial value of E 2 , d 0 is equivalent to take the transverse modulus as a scalar-damage variable that remain constant throughout the ply thickness. From the direction 2 and direction 3, the damage parameter d 0 is applied to depict the debonding of fiber/matrix, d is used to depict the microcracking of the matrix. Therefore, two conjugate quantities are defined by Ladev eze [1] associated with damage variables as follows:
In addition, the damage-time functions are defined by Ladev eze as:
Based on Ladev eze damage model, the damage-development laws can be defined as: where Y 0 c and Y c denote the horizontal critical damage limit and the shear critical damage limit. Y 0 0 is the initial horizontal damage threshold, Y 0 is the initial shear damage threshold, Y 0 R is the brittle-damage threshold, the new parameter Y R is defined as a damage limit to ensure the multiple loop computations, Y S is the brittle-damage threshold which determines the behavior of the fiber/matrix interface in transverse tension. In this paper, the d max in the VUMAT is defined as 0.99 instead of 1, and the multiple loop computations can be finished by two judgments, one is the
As known, the organic matrix always shows strain rate sensitivity and also appears the viscous state under high-speed impact. The composites under different strain rates showed that the strain rate sensitivity barely improves under the lower strain rate but increases obviously when reaching a high value of strain rate. Therefore, the viscous stresses can be applied to revise the effect of strain rate. As known, the constitutive relationship can be depicted as Table 3 presents the experiments design for revised Ladev eze failure criterion, some typical experimental results are shown in Fig. 2 .
